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Intro to natural selection



Question: Has Life Ever Changed?

• In 1700’s, scientists examined fossils 
that showed how extinct species look 
very different than they do today.

• Scientists began to introduce the idea 
that life was not “fixed” (unchanged) 
since creation.



Old Ideas

• Jean-Baptiste Lamarck
• Theory of Inheritance of Acquired 

• If an organism changes during life in order to adapt to its 
environment, those changes are passed on to its offspring.



Charles Darwin
• Naturalist born in 1809.

• During Darwin’s time, scientists were beginning to realize 
the world was much older than they originally thought.

• It also was thought that the same processes that shaped the earth thousands of 
years ago were still happening today

• Earthquakes

• Volcanoes

Darwin’s Question: If Earth could change over time, does life change too?



Darwin’s Voyage
Darwin went along on a 
5-year voyage around the 
world to collect specimens 
of plants and animals, which 
led him to discovering 
much more.

He made a majority of 

observations in the 

Galapagos Islands, off the 

coast of South America.

H.M.S. Beagle



Darwin’s Observations

• Darwin observed Galapagos 
Finches, that looked almost 
identical except for their beaks. 
Each finch ate a different food 
source on each island.

• He also observed tortoises with 
different shaped shells. 

Why so many 

finches/tortoises 

with slightly 

different 

characteristics??



The Origin of Species

• Darwin recorded his 
observations in his book 
The Origin of Species, and 
developed statements that 
would later explain why 
species change over time. 



Theory of Natural Selection

Four main points:

1. Within every population there is a variety of traits.

2.    Since organisms have more offspring than there are resources available to 
them, there is a competition for food and space. 

3.    Individuals have traits that make them well-suited for their environment. These 
traits are called adaptations. 

4.    Competition will lead to the death of some and the survival of others. Those 
with the best adaptations will survive (Survival of the Fittest).



• Trait variations are caused by genetic 
mutations or the shuffling of genes in 
sexual reproduction. 

• Inheriting certain variations could 
make you better suited for your 
environment than the rest of your 
population.

• Which allows you to survive longer and 
have more children to pass the new trait 
down to

1. Within every population there is a variety of traits.



2. Since organisms have more offspring than resources 
available, there is a competition for food and space. 

• Especially strong between individuals that 
need the same resources.

• Competition gets greater when population 
levels get higher.

• Individuals producing more offspring than 
there are available resources = leads to a 
struggle for existence.



3. Individuals have traits that make them well-suited for their 
environment. These traits are called adaptations.

• Some organisms inherit better 
adaptations than others, which 
make them more fit.

Ex: Darker-maned lions are preferred more 
by females than lighter-maned lions.

Fitness: The ability to survive
and reproduce in a given
environment.



#4. Competition leads to the death of some and the
survival of others. Those with the best adaptations will
survive (Survival of the Fittest).

• The organisms that inherit the best 

adaptations are the “fittest” for their 

environment.

• The “fittest” are more likely to catch prey, 

hide/defend from predators, and 

reproduce- passing along those traits.



Darwin’s Application of Natural Selection

Darwin applied his four principles to why species change over time.

1. A population of giraffes show variation in neck length (short and long).

2. Competition exists between these giraffes for food and space.

3. Nature favors the long-necked giraffes because they can reach 

the food easier.

4. Long-necked giraffes go on to reproduce, short-necked 

giraffes die out.

Natural Selection: the process whereby organisms better adapted to 

their environment tend to survive and produce more offspring.



• Characteristics that give an organism a better chance of survival. 

• Special traits that help living organisms survive in a particular 
environment.

Adaptations



Reasons for Adaptations

• To suit their habitat

• For protection

• For attack

• For feeding

• For movement

• For mating 



Types of Adaptations
• Structural
External characteristics

❖Feet, eyes, bills, skin, claws



Types of Adaptations

▪ Behavioral  Differing ways of reacting to the environment
❖Nocturnal 
❖Burrowing
❖Being Social 

Example: 
Moving in large groups/packs; it helps protect the 
members of the group from predators and aides in 
hunting 
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/5/14/ant-

cooperation

https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenon/2018/5/14/ant-cooperation


Types of Adaptations
▪Physiological Internal characteristics

❖ Toxin
❖Endothermic (warm blooded)

Example:
Painted turtles hibernating without 
oxygen.  It allows them to survive 
winters under ice where no air is found.



Mechanisms of 
Evolution



Convergent and Divergent Evolution



Convergent Evolution

• Two species with different ancestors evolving similar traits 
• (Analogous Structures)



Divergent Evolution

• Two species with the same ancestor developing different traits over time

• (Homologous Structures)



Comparing Convergent and Divergent



Adaptive Radiation
• Adaptive Radiation: When one 

ancestral species spreads out 
geographically, and many new species 
form over time.

• One species radiates outward and each 
subgroup adapts to its own unique 
environment

• Type of divergent evolution

Marsupials in Australia

Darwin’s Finches

Examples of Adaptive Radiation



Darwin’s Finches

Darwin used the Theory of Natural Selection to explain what 
happened on the Galapagos Islands with the finches.

The finches all probably came from a common 
ancestor but had adapted differently to eat the 
specific type of food on each island over time.  

Beak type = Adaptation

**Example of Adaptive Radiation
-One species becoming many



Natural Selection on Polygenic Traits

• When a certain trait is controlled by multiple genes, the affect can 
give you a wide range of phenotypes  (polygenic genes)
(creating a curve instead of 3 distinct colors like brown, red, and black)

• These changes can cause 3 types of natural selection to occur:

• Directional selection
• Stabilizing selection
• Disruptive selection



Directional Selection
• When the range of phenotypes shift, due to some individuals being more 

successful.
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If birds with big beaks are more successful at 

feeding,  average beak size will increase over time.



Stabilizing Selection
• When selective pressures selects against the two extremes of the population 

and favors the average.
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Disruptive Selection

• When nature selects in favor of the extremes, or when the average population 
disappears.
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Forming New Species
Speciation:  formation of a new species.



Intro to speciation



New Species by Reproductive Isolation

• Reproductive Isolation: New species can form when members of a 
species stop reproducing with other members of that species.

Different Ways:

-Behavioral

-Geographic

-Temporal



Types of Reproductive Isolation

Behavioral Isolation: isolation due to different courtship 
rituals or reproductive strategies 



Types of Reproductive Isolation

Geographic Isolation:
isolation of populations due to 
geographic barriers

Founder effect: 
New species occurs when a small part of a 
population migrates to a new environment.



Temporal Isolation:

isolation due to population groups reproducing at different times



Practice
1. Two closely related species of tulips live in the same area. They do not reproduce 

because one releases pollen in February and the other in March.

2. In the Midwest, there are two species of field cricket. One species chirps in a 
“heart-beat pattern” to attract its mate. The other species chirps in a consistent 
“drum beat pattern” to attract a mate.

3. A group of bears were separated when the landmass they were living on split up. 
One group eventually became black bears, and the other, polar bears.

Temporal Isolation

Behavioral Isolation

Geographic Isolation



Fish Speciation in the Lower Congo


